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Abstract: Confront discovery is perceiving human faces in pictures caught by the cameras in the manmade brainpower 
frameworks. Various methodologies have been adopted for face detection. Face recognition techniques are working on various 
electronic devices and on many of the security systems for authentication purposes. In this project, the input image which is 
captured by any camera is taken as input and a skin detector typically transforms the given pixels into an appropriate color space 
and then uses a Luminance Skin Classifier to label the pixel whether it is a skin or a non-skin pixel. A skin classifier 
characterizes a choice limit of the skin shading class in the shading space in view of a preparation database of skin-hued pixels. 
Keywords:  ycbcr, skin detection, classifier, color  space, skin pixel. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
This project involves the use of  YCBCR technique of skin identification upon which the Luminance Skin Classifier is used to get a 
defined skin color area, which can then be cropped to get a defined area of face from an  input image. The input mage is typically 
treated  by the YCBCR method to get the skin and non skin pixels area of an input image which then undergone by the process of 
skin classification. For this purpose, the Luminance Skin Classifier which helps in defining the skin pixels boundaries. Skin color 
and textures area unit necessary cues that individuals use consciously or unconsciously to infer style of culture-related aspects 
regarding one another. coloring and texture will be a sign of race, health, age, wealth, beauty, etc[1]. However, such interpretations 
vary across cultures and across the history. In pictures and videos, coloring is a sign of the existence of humans in such media. 
Therefore, within the last 20 years intensive analysis have centered on skin detection in pictures. Skin detection suggests that police 
investigation image pixels and regions that contain skin-tone color. Most the analysis during this space have centered on police 
investigation skin pixels and regions supported their color. only a few approaches commit to additionally use texture info to classify 
skin pixels. 
Detecting skin pixels area rather computationally simple task and might be done terribly expeditiously, a feature that encourages the 
America e of skin detection in several video analysis applications. as an example, in one of the earlier applications, detecting skin-
colored regions was wont to determine nude footage on the net for the sake of content filtering [2]. In another  application, skin 
noticeion was wont to detect anchors in TV news videos for the sake of video automatic annotation, archival, and retrieval [3]. In 
such AN application, it's typical that the face and also the hands of the anchor person area unit the most important skin-tone colored 
region during a given frame since, typically, news programs area unit shot in indoor controlled environments with artificial  
background materials that hardly contain skin-colored objects. In several similar applications, wherever the background is controlled 
or unlikely to contain skin-colored regions, police work skin-colored pixels will be a awfully economical cue to search out human 
faces and hands i n pictures. AN example within the context of biometric is police work faces for face recognition in AN controlled 
atmosphere. police work skin-colored pixels, though appears easy task, has well-tried quite difficult for several reasons. the looks of 
skin in a picture depends on the illumination conditions (illumination pure mathematics and color) wherever the image was 
captured. we have a tendency to humans area unit excellent at distinguishing object colors during a big selection of illuminations, 
this is often known as constancy. constancy could be a mystery of perception. Therefore, a vital challenge in skin detection is to 
represent the color during a approach that's invariant or a minimum of insensitive to changes in illumination. As are mentioned 
shortly, the selection of the color area affects greatly the performance of any skin detector and its sensitivity to vary in illumination 
conditions. Another challenge comes from the very fact that a lot of objects within the world may need skin-tone colours. as an 
example, wood, leather, skin-colored wear, hair, sand, etc. This makes any skin locator have much false identification out of sight if 
the earth is not controlled. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
The various authors have concluded that Face detection is a very effective way of detecting human appearances in various instances. 
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Salem Alelyani, Huan Liu [7], Troupe characteristic determination is known for its heartiness and generalization of exceedingly 
faultless prescient models. Chaoyang Zhang, Zhaoxian Zhou, Hua Sun, and Fan Dong [5] have reported, face recognition has gained 
a great deal of consideration in biometrics and workstation vision. The vision of using Skin Classifier is to have a simple and solid 
way of getting face from an input image. 

III. PREVIOUS WORK 
All paragraphs must be indented.  A lot of study and application have been done on detecting a face from an input image. The 
researches basically deal with how to get a real actual face being identified from an image where there can be lots of other objects of 
same color type as that of skin or face being confused with other parts of the body. 

IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
The methodology that will be followed in the project is shown through following flowchart: 

Input Image

Original Image

Apply Luminance 
based Approch

After Applying Erode 
Corrosion Operation 

Reduced Noise 

Detected and Cropped 
Faces 

 
The main blocks are conversion of RGB image into YCBCR colour space. Separation of layers to detect skin area . After detected 
skin area, the image is processed through median filtering. The results of this step is like binary image. The binary image has blocks 
of pixels and therefore the group of five hundred pixels are removed and remainder of the blocks are tagged every label is 
considered for skin space of face, and therefore the component indexes are extracted and face area is crop down from input image 
according to indexes found 
The main steps are as follows 

Start the simulation 
Read  image after browsing 
Convert RGB image into YCBCR colour space for better skin area detection 
Separate the layer Y, CB and CR where in the layers CB and CR having better skin properties.  
Now set parameters of skin like color  intensities and place remainder of the pixels zero or null 
Apply Erosion morphology for removing pixels like ball having pixel area unit 2x 
Now delete those cluster of pixels that has less than five hundred pixels or less 
Now label remainder of pixel  and find the pixel indexes of those cluster 
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Crop the input image as per pixel indexes found 
The extracted pixels area are fac 
 End of simulation. 

V. PRECISION AND ACCURACY CALCULATION 
The pictures in this dataset are downloaded haphazardly from Google for human skin recognition look into. These pictures are 
caught with a scope of various cameras utilizing diverse shading improvement and under various enlightenments. The dataset 
likewise contains Ground Truth (GT) pictures for test pictures in dataset. Fig 5 demonstrates comes about gotten on a portion of the 
pictures in the dataset. Each graph indicates unique picture, ground truth picture and resultant picture from our calculation. Table 1 
indicates precision computations on the pictures appeared in fig 5 utilizing taking after definitions [14]. 
 Genuine positive (TP) speaks to number of Skin pixels accurately distinguished as skin, True negative (TN) is number of Non-skin 
pixel effectively recognized as non-skin, False positive (FP) is Non-skin pixel mistakenly recognized as skin and False negative (FN) 
–Skin pixel erroneously recognized as non-skin. Exactness and Accuracy is computed utilizing conditions 7 and 8 individually. 
Exactness of 89.33% and precision of 94.43% was gotten on a subset of pictures from this set.  
 ( ܲܨ+ܲܶ) / ܲܶ = ݊݅ݏ݅ܿ݁ݎܲ
  (ܰܨ+ܲܨ+ܰܶ+ܲܶ)/(ܰܶ+ܲܶ) = ݕܿܽݎݑܿܿܣ

 
Figure : Precision Accuracy Calculations 
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VI. EXPECTED RESULT 

      
The result here shows that any image can be converted to a black and white color code using the basic YCBCR method which  can 
be then worked upon by defining each and every pixel as skin and non-skin pixel that can be then identified. The skin pixels can be 
generated and can be looked upon for solid boundary to get a face area out of the many clusters of skin pixels available in the 
processed image. The face area canbe then  
re-generated and cropped to get cropped face area of the original image.  
We can see that there is a decrease in the size and dimensions of the output image as compared to the original input image. From  
the  results  it  is  clear  that  the  above  proposed methodology is completely free from training database, means it can be applicable 
in various systems where face area  need to be  extracted out.  The technique having advantage of extraction of multiple faces in a 
given image. The proposed algorithm has 99% accuracy and takes very less time to execute. After comparison from the existing 
work on face recognition, proposed technique is quite better than in accuracy and speed. 
The face recognition algorithm mentioned is evaluated and the results are found which can be seen. The whole algorithm has major 
steps of face recognition and the outputs after each step is given in the table. The columns in the table very clearly shows the input 
image the processed image by the classifier and then the cropping of the image based on the classifier results. The comparative 
analysis of the size variation between the original image and cropped image is also given in the table for the reference. 
The result as expected gave a higher success rate as compared to the other methodologies also eliminating the flaw of illumination 
present in the images due to editing, which can bring a varied result and conclusive behaviour of the analysis. Thus, some of the 
basic flaws are removed giving a simple method to be taken to achieve a desired result. 
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VII. CONCLUSION 
The results and calculations show that the Face Detection can be a tricky thing to do but because of the method used i.e the 
Luminance Classifier, it will be relatively simple to get a defined skin area once the image have been converted to color space and 
there will not much mishap even if the illumination factor is involved. 

VIII. FUTURE SCOPE 
There is lot of scope in this area as day by day have been happening around, security and privacy are challenged every day, a lot of 
risk and technical factors arise, the scenario for detecting a face changes because of the change in image environment etc. Thus, 
according to a new scenario or change in factor some factors can be added and new algorithms can be made to improve the precision 
of detection. 
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